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❖ Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
❖ Full thermal skin
❖ Deluxe swivel seat that slides 

back-and-forth, left-to-right
❖ RPSX Rapid Pole Slide Extreme system
❖ Hammock under seat for gear storage
❖ Tub design increases usable space by 23%
❖ Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color 

inside tub - easier to locate gear
❖ Seat system comes pre-assembled

LEGEND XL THERMAL MSRP: $479.99 MAP $479.99

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12564

● Set up size: L 92” x W 44”
● Center height: 67”
● Pack size with seats: L 44” x W 36” x H 24”
● Weight: 60 lbs.
● Fishable area: 16 total SQ. FT.  
● Seat: Deluxe

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Lightweight one-person shelter
❖ Thermal technology retains heat
❖ Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color 

inside tub - easier to locate gear



LEGEND XL THERMAL ICE TEAM EDITION MSRP: $579.99 MAP: $579.99

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 10941

● Set up size: L 92” x W 44”
● Center height: 67”
● Pack size with seats: L 44” x W 36” x H 24”
● Weight: 65 lbs.
● Fishable area: 16 total SQ. FT.  
● Seat: Deluxe

❖ Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
❖ Full thermal skin
❖ Deluxe swivel seat that slides 

back-and-forth, left-to-right
❖ Hammock under seat for gear storage
❖ RPSX Rapid Pole Slide Extreme system
❖ Tub design increases usable space by 23%
❖ Includes battery bracket, Clam light 

stick and travel cover and center 
console

❖ Seat system comes pre-assembled

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Lightweight one-person shelter
❖ Thermal technology retains heat
❖ Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color 

inside tub - easier to locate gear
❖ Custom “Ice Team” design



KENAI PRO THERMAL MSRP: $379.99 

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12563

● Set up size: L 91” x W 37”
● Center height: 64”
● Pack size with sears: L 48” x W 37” x H 25”
● Weight: 48 lbs.
● Fishable area: 11 total SQ. FT. 
● Seat: Adjustable folding

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Full thermal skin retains heat and reduces 

condensation
❖ New design!
❖ Deeper tub for more gear
❖ Lightweight one-person shelter
❖ True flip-and-go pole system (no extension 

tubes)

❖ Super-tough 900 total denier fabric
❖ Full thermal skin
❖ Includes Clam Corner Console and hammock 

for gear storage
❖ Adjustable folding seat that slides front-to-back
❖ Front access door
❖ Includes 14” X 30” overhead mesh storage



YUKON X THERMAL MSRP: $699.99 MAP 699.99

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12565

●  Set up size: L 88” x W 63”
● Center height: 70”
● Pack size with seats: L 63” x W 40” x H 26”
● Weight: 100 LBS
● Fishable area: 20 total SQ. FT. 
● Seat: Deluxe
● Pole diameter- 1 ¼”

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Full thermal skin retains heat and reduces 

condensation
❖ Fishes two anglers comfortably
❖ Lighter tub to easily locate gear 

❖ Full thermal skin 
❖ Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
❖ Instant set-up portable house for two anglers
❖ Rapid Pole Slide Extreme  (RPSX). Patent 

pending shelter design.
❖ Seat system with two deluxe swivel seats that 

move front to back, left to right and are 
removable

❖ Hammocks located underneath seats for 
accessory storage

❖ Co-Extruded gray plastic  for lighter color 
inside tub – easier to locate gear



VOYAGER X THERMAL ICE TEAM EDITION MSRP: $999.99 MAP $999.99

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 10943

● Set up size: L 93” x W 72”
● Center height: 75”
● Pack size with seats: L 72” x W 40” x H 26”
● Weight: 125 lbs
● Fishable area: 26 total SQ. FT. 
● Seat: Deluxe

❖ Ultra – tough 900 total denier fabric 
❖ Full thermal skin
❖ Front and rear access doors
❖ Extreme 1¼” pole system
❖ Rapid Pole Slide Extreme  (RPSX).
❖ (Patent pending shelter design)
❖ Seat system with two deluxe swivel seats 

 ACCESSORIES INCLUDED!
❖ Includes CLAM light sticks,  battery bracket, and 

overhead mesh storage (51” x 14”)
❖ Two-4 Position Rod Holder
❖ Runner Kit
❖ Center Console
❖ Travel Cover

❖ Full thermal skin retains heat, reduces 
condensation

❖ Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color 
inside tub - easier to locate gear

❖ Accessories included!

FEATURES

BENEFITS



 ESCAPE ICE THERMAL FLR MSRP: $549.99 

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12572

● Set Up Size: 11.5 FT  across in diameter
● Center Height: 90”
● Pack Size: L 75” x W 12” x H 12”
● Weight: 60 lbs
● Fishable Area: 94 SQ. FT. 
● Fishes 5-7 anglers comfortably

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Thermal technology retains heat, 

reduces condensation
❖ Whopping 94 sq. ft. of fishable area - 

perfect for the whole family or large 
group

❖ NEW - Designed for removable Floor!

❖ Super-tough 900 total denier fabric
❖ Full Thermal Trap™ Technology retains heat 

and reduces condensation
❖ Flex tested, extra large 11mm poles
❖ Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
❖ Oversized carry bag and cinch strap for easy 

re-packing
❖ Triple layer corner pockets
❖ Lab tested hub assemblies – largest in the 

industry
❖ Convenient ice anchor straps and strap 

pockets  for windy conditions (6 total)AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

ESCAPE ICE THERMAL FLOOR  Item #12569
MSRP: $179.99



ESCAPE ICE THERMAL FLOOR MSRP: $179.99

FEATURES
DESCRIPTION

● Floor helps keep cold out and heat in.. 
●  Keeps feet dry from melting ice
● Six velcro openings for access to the ice
● Connects to Escape Ice Thermal FLR by 

connecting T-shaped dongle at each 
corner and velcroing along the edges of 
the shelter

● Two layers of 450g PVC fabric with FR PE 
foam inside

● Available in Gray
● Carry bag included
● Sold separately 
● Compatible only with Escape Ice Thermal 

FLR Shelter

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12569

● Approx. 24 lbs
● Hole openings- 12” x 24”
● Carry bag included

Keep your feet off of the ice this winter 
by attaching the Escape Ice Thermal 
Floor to your Escape Ice Thermal FLR 
shelter. This new floor will help keep 
your feet dry as well as help keep the 
heat in your schack. Using velcro, the 
floor takes minutes to install, and can 
be easily removed. And six velcro 
rectangular openings give you plenty of 
options to drill holes. 



RETREAT ICE MSRP: $279.99 

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12594

●  Setup Size: 90” x 90”
● Center Height: 80”
● Weight: 35 Lbs
● Pack Size: L 65” x W 9” x H 9”
● Fishable Area: 56 SQ. FT.
● Fishes 4-5 anglers comfortably

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ Huge interior perfect for families and groups
❖ 54 Sq ft of fishable area and lots of head room
❖ Super durable fabric, poles and hubs for 

extreme conditions
❖ Black roof  to help attract sunlight and retain 

heat

❖ Super tough 600 denier fabric – Twice as 
tough as most competitive models

❖ Super-duty, flex tested poles (11mm)
❖ Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
❖ Oversized carry bag and cinch strap for 

easy re-packing
❖ Triple layer corner pockets
❖ Lab tested hub assemblies – largest in 

the industry
❖ Convenient ice anchor strap and strap 

pockets for windy conditions (4 total)
❖ 30% more interior space versus 

competitive model



REFUGE ICE THERMAL FLR MSRP: $399.99 

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12595

● Setup Size: 96” x 96”
● Center Height: 82”
● Pack Size: L 69” x W 10” x H 10”
● Weight: 47 Lbs
● Fishable Area: 64 SQ. FT.
● Fishes 4-6 anglers comfortably

FEATURES

BENEFITS
❖ 4-sided hub packs down - easy and light
❖ 64 Sq ft of fishable area and lots of headroom
❖ Super durable fabric, poles and hubs for 

extreme conditions
❖ NEW - Designed for removable Clam Floor!

❖ Super-tough 900 total denier fabric
❖ Full Thermal Trap™ Technology retains heat     

& reduces condensation
❖ Super-duty, flex tested poles (11mm)
❖ Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
❖ Oversized carry bag and cinch strap for easy 

re-packing
❖ Triple layer corner pockets
❖ Lab tested hub assemblies – largest in the 

industry
❖ Convenient ice anchor straps and strap 

pockets for windy conditions (4 total)
❖ 30% more interior space versus competitive 

model



REFUGE ICE THERMAL FLOOR MSRP: $149.99

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Keep your feet off of the ice this winter by attaching the Refuge Ice Thermal Floor to 
your Refuge Ice Thermal FLR shelter. This new floor will help keep your feet dry as well 
as help keep the heat in your schack. Using velcro, the floor takes minutes to install, 
and can be easily removed. And six velcro rectangular openings give you plenty of 
options to drill holes. 

● Floor helps keep cold out and heat in.. 
●  Keeps feet dry from melting ice
● Four velcro openings for access to the ice
● Connects to Refuge Ice Thermal FLR by connecting 

T-shaped dongle at each corner and velcroing along 
the edges of the shelter

● Two layers of 450g PVC fabric with FR PE foam inside
● Carry bag included
● Sold separately 
● Compatible only with Refuge Ice Thermal FLR shelter

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #: 12570

● Hole openings: 12” x 24”
● Carry bag included
● Approx. 18 lbs



ACCESSORIES
2018/2019



TRAVEL COVERS MSRP: $49.99 - $89.99 

MODELS

DESCRIPTION
Protect your shelter from elements, keep it from filling with snow and ice!
If you plan to do a lot of running and gunning pulling your shelter by sled or ATV, a travel 
cover and runner kit will increase the life of your equipment.  These covers are also great 
for protecting your gear when transporting your shelter in the back of a truck or on a 
trailer. NEW travel covers have pockets for storing straps in during transit if you do 
not want to attach straps to the tub.

1. Scout / Trapper / Small Nordic Sled / Scout XL  (#8760) MSRP: $49.99
2. Pro / Legend Thermal / Legend XL (#8820) MSRP: $49.99
3. Guide / Nanook / Blazer / Medium Nordic Sled (#8792) MSRP: $59.99
4. Kenai / Kenai Pro Thermal (#9973) MSRP: $59.99
5. Yukon  / Kodiak / Denali / (#8073) MSRP: $59.99
6. NEW Voyager / Adventure /Tundra / Thermal X / Portage / Large Nordic Sled (#12592) 

MSRP: $74.99
7. NEW X200 / X400 Deluxe Travel Cover (#12593) MSRP: $89.99



EXTREME ICE ANCHOR KIT MSRP: $14.99 

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
These heavy-duty anchors are designed to 
keep shelters secured in the most extreme 
conditions. The self tapping, specially tooled 
spikes drive easily into the ice. Each spike is 
then hooked to the fish house straps.

❖ Item #: 12571
❖ Self-tapping, aggressive thread
❖ Includes two ice anchors



EXTREME ICE ANCHOR INSTALLATION TOOL MSRP: $14.99 

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Anchor your shelter in minutes using a 
cordless drill. With the use of a cordless drill 
this tool enables you to easily drill your 
Extreme Ice Anchors into the ice to help hold 
your shelter in place.  Cut your setup time in 
half by using an ice anchor install tool. 

❖ Item #: 10820
❖ Yellow zinc plated steel construction
❖ Easily works with cordless drill



BLUETOOTH LED HUB LIGHT MSRP: $89.99 

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Take your shelter lighting to the next 
level. This lighting system syncs to your 
phone or tablet enabling color selection 
and change, including a “strobe” option 
that works with music beats.

❖ Item #:  12573
❖ Lets a user define the color they choose for 

light through a cell phone app
❖ Also has the ability to “strobe” to music 

beats by playing music through the app on 
your device

❖ LED’S will stay lit for up to 48 hours on an 
7ah battery

❖ Permanently installs to your shelter
❖ Liquid tight and shatter resistant lens
❖ 300 lumens
❖ Can change brightness through the app



SINGLE AND DOUBLE-SIDED ROD LOCKER MSRP: $89.99 - $119.99 

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Protects your rods and keeps them in working 
condition! Clam has two options for transporting, 
protecting and organizing  your gear.  
Constructed with super tough 600 denier fabric, 
yet with a rigid frame.   Plenty of pockets and 
high quality shoulder strap and handles.  

❖ Hook and loop straps in interior compartments 
can hold up to 8 rod/reel combos securely

❖ Heavy duty 600d exterior
❖ 3 pockets on one side-two zippered pockets 
❖ one Hook and loop closing pocket
❖ Single, extra large pocket on opposite side that 

can be used for tip ups 
❖ Heavy duty, adjustable, padded shoulder strap
❖ Rigid framing for support and protection
❖ Comfortable handles on heavy duty carry straps
❖ Additional pockets added over previous 

models

SPECIFICATIONS
SINGLE-SIDED Item #: 12587 MSRP: $89.99

● Weight: 9.5 Lbs
● Overall Size: L 38” x W 8.5” x H 10” 
● Holds up to 8 rod/reel combos

DOUBLE-SIDED Item #: 12588 MSRP: $119.99
● Weight: 13 Lbs
● Overall Size: L 38” x W 10.5” x H 10” 
● Holds up to 16 rod/reel combos



GEAR STORAGE/FLASHER BAG MSRP: $59.99 

FEATURES
DESCRIPTION
Protect your flasher from the elements! This durable 
flasher bag lets you transport and protect your 
valuable electronics. Four convenient pockets let you 
store additional gear and tackle.

❖ Heavy-duty 6000 Denier nylon shell
❖ Hard-plastic bottom
❖ Total of four pockets
❖ Internal straps to securely keep your flasher in 

place
❖ Zippered PVC viewing window
❖ Padded shoulder strap
❖ Item #: 12576



ULTIMATE ICE BACKPACK MSRP: 129.99 

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Go prepared out on the ice this season with all 
of you gear in the Ultimate Ice Backpack. 
Perfect for hole hoppers and everyone else this 
backpack will store rods, tackle, your flasher 
and any other small accessories that you will 
need out on the ice. This backpack features 
extra long shoulder straps so you will be able 
to comfortably wear it over your parka.

❖ Durable 600 Denier outer shell
❖ Protect your rods and gear while hiking into 

spots
❖ Large pockets for carrying tackle and gear 
❖ Big enough cavity to hold a Vexilar Pro Pack
❖ Modular design
❖ Extra long shoulder straps to wear over a 

jacket

SPECIFICATIONS
Item #: 12589

● Overall Size: 32” x 16” x 10”



DELUXE SPOON BOXES MSRP: $14.99 - $24.99 

FEATURES
❖ Polypro box with cellular foam insert
❖ Keeps spoons protected  and securely in place
❖ Snap closure
❖ Three sizes

SPECIFICATIONS
SMALL  Item #: 10159  MSRP: $14.99

● Includes 33 slots for spoons
● Size: 8” x 9” x 3”

LARGE Item #: 10160  MSRP: $19.99
● Includes 81 slots for spoons 
● Size: 14” x 9” x 3”

XL Item # 12577  MSRP: $24.99
● Includes 104 spots for spoons
● Size: 14.5” X 10.5” X 4”

DESCRIPTION
Say goodbye to messy and oversized tackle boxes. 
Clam Deluxe Spoon Boxes are conveniently sized to 
help keep your tackle organized. Specially designed for 
ice anglers, the deluxe spoon box keep your spoons 
organized and tangle free. And the case is clear so you 
can identify your spoons.



SOFT PLASTICS FOLDER MSRP: $19.99 

FEATURES
❖ Durable 600 Denier outer shell
❖ Two-ring binder
❖ Includes eight PVC sheets
❖ Four plastics storage pockets per sheet
❖ Pocket dimensions: 3” x 3.75”
❖ Item #:12578

DESCRIPTION
Organize your soft plastics! Ice fishing plastics 
are becoming extremely popular and or good 
reason. They catch fish! Having a bunch of small 
packages loosely in a tackle box is not efficient. 
Organize your soft plastics and you will never 
be “late” in finding the right one!



DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG MSRP: $29.99 

FEATURES
❖ Durable 600 Denier outer shell
❖ Five zippered pockets 
❖ Includes 5.25” x 7.25” clear tackle box
❖ Includes a two ring binder with 10 

PVC sheets
➢ Two plastics pockets per sheet

❖ Carry handle
❖ Lightweight, easy to use and store
❖ Item #: 12579

DESCRIPTION
The CLAM Dual Compartment Soft-Sided Tackle Bag is 
easy to use, extremely practical and feeds the obsession 
ice anglers have with organizing their gear. Complete 
with 5 zippered pockets that has storage for jigs, hard 
baits, and plastics, this can be the solution for any angler 
type.



SMALL SOFT SIDED TACKLE ORGANIZER MSRP: $9.99 

FEATURES
❖ Durable 600 Denier outer shell
❖ Includes one mesh pocket with small tackle 

box
❖ Includes binder of five PVC resealable bags
❖ Small and portable
❖ Perfect pocket sized organizer
❖ Item #: 12580

DESCRIPTION
Mobile ice fishing has proven to be more 
successful for anglers across the ice belt. 
The CLAM small soft sided tackle organizer 
offers that mobility for both soft plastics 
and jigs. Fits nicely in pockets, is easy to use, 
and is a great way to organize for your next 
adventure. 



SOFT PLASTICS WALLET MSRP: $7.99 

FEATURES
❖ Durable 600 Denier outer shell
❖ Includes 10 pages, one resealable pocket per 

page for plastics storage
❖ Lightweight and portable
❖ Fits in your pocket
❖ Item #: 12581

DESCRIPTION
Clam’s soft plastics wallet is ideal for 
packing light. Literally the size of a wallet, 
yet big enough to bring your favorite 
plastics along with you to your favorite 
fishing spot. 



MAGNUM CLAM CRATE MSRP: $17.99 

FEATURES
❖ High-density polyethylene material
❖ Large handle openings for easy use
❖ Great for transporting propane tanks 

and small heaters for your shelter
❖ Overall Size: 19” L x 13” W x 11” H
❖ Weight: 4 lbs
❖ Item #: 12678

DESCRIPTION
A larger version of the 
popular Clam Crate, this 
multi-use crate is perfect for 
sitting on, storing gear, setting 
a heater, or transporting 
propane tanks. Fits a 
20-pound propane tank, 
with room to spare for 
more gear or a heater. With 
molded handles, it’s easy to 
carry or strap down to your 
machine.



RODS/REELS
 & COMBOS

2018/2019



 DAVE GENZ LEGACY ROD MSRP: $99.99-$109.99 

FEATURES
● Premium 24T graphite blank
● Winn grip textured slip resistant  style handle
● Guide: Pacbay single leg fly guide and twister stripper guide

NINE MODELS
ITEM #: 12013 - 12018, 12582-12584

● 24” Power Noodle Ultra light (#12013) $99.99
● NEW 26” Ultra Light Spring Bobber (#12793) $99.99
● 26” Light Action (#12014) $99.99
● 26” Light Action Nitinol Spring Bobber (#12016) $99.99
● 26” Medium-Light Action (#12017) $99.99
● 28” Medium Action (#12018) $99.99
● NEW 30” Ultra Light Noodle Action (#12582) 

$109.99
● NEW 32” Medium Light Action (#12583) $109.99
● NEW 32” Medium Action (#12584) $109.99



 JASON MITCHELL DEAD MEAT ROD MSRP: $39.99 

THREE MODELS
ITEM #: 12839 - 12841

● 28” Medium Action (#12839)
● 32” Medium Action (#12840)
● 36” Medium Action (#12841)

FEATURES
● Solid fiberglass blanks
● Split handle featuring P-cork handle with EVA butt 
● Oversized wire guides for fishing outside
● Hi Vis graphics with PU logo bubble on end of 

handle



 JASON MITCHELL “MACK” RODS MSRP: $39.99 - 49.99

SIX MODELS
ITEM #: 12041 - 12044, 12585, 12586

● 32” Medium Heavy Action Spinning (#12041) $39.99
● 38” Medium-Heavy Action Spinning (#12042) $39.99
● 34” Baitcast Rod (#12043) $39.99
● 36” Medium-Heavy Action Bait-Casting with Spiral Guide 

Wrap (#12044) $39.99
● NEW 40” Medium-Heavy Spinning (#12585) with full 

length cork handle $49.99
● NEW 45”  Heavy Spinning (#12586) with full length cork 

handle $49.99

DESCRIPTION
The Mackinaw rods were designed extensively for the sole purpose of 
taming Lake Trout. The graphite blank on the Bait Cast rods features a 
spiraled guide wrap for better shock absorption and sensitivity. The 
handle is designed extra long past the reel seat for better balance and 
leverage to reduce fatigue while “bobbing” all day. This rod is 
extremely effective for chasing pike and salmon as well.



TACKLE
2018/2019



THE DROP MSRP: $2.99 - $4.19

❖ 30% heavier than lead
❖ Thin wire hook for better penetration
❖ Small, compact presentation

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

The centerpiece of our tungsten series is your new 
bread-and-butter jig. It’s available in five sizes; some tiny, 
some big enough to bulk up with multiple magots, waxies 
or buggy plastics. Take on anything, from monster crappies, 
bluegills and perch to even bass, walleye and pike. With its 
bulbous front and tapered back, the jig hangs at about a 
45-degree angle, creating a pivoting hook that finds the top 
of fish’s mouths on the hookset. 

GLOW CHART WONDER BREAD *

BLACK GLOW WHITE SPOT *

GLOW PURPLE CLOWN*

RED GLOW WHITE SPOT *

GLOW FIRETIGER *

GLOW WHITE WONDER BREAD *

*

**

GLOW WHITE * **

GLOW RED * **

GOLD

CHART/BLUE GLOW BAR * **

CHART/PINK GLOW SPOT * **

LIME GLOW BAR * **



THE DROP XL MSRP: $3.79 - $4.29

❖ 30% heavier than lead
❖ XL Hook with larger gap for better penetration
❖ Stronger wire, larger tie-eye

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

Same jig. Bigger, wider-gaped hook. When the Drop pounded 
onto the scene, the ice fishing world fell in love with it. You 
already know the tungsten craftsmanship, killer colors and 
angled hook orientation for better hooking percentage. But 
sometimes the hook itself can be a bit on the small side, 
when you want to bulk up with waxies, maggots or a Maki 
Plastic. We needed Drop jigs with bigger hooks, so we made 
them. 

GLOW WHITE * **

GLOW RED * **

GOLD

GLOW WHITE WONDER BREAD 
*

CHART/PINK GLOW SPOT * **

PINK/WHITE GLOW * **

*

**

GLOW CHART WONDER BREAD 
* 

BLACK GLOW WHITE SPOT *

GLOW PURPLE CLOWN *

GLOW FIRETIGER *

RED GLOW WHITE SPOT *

CHART/BLUE GLOW BAR * **



DROP JIG KITS MSRP: $14.99 - $15.99

❖ 30% heavier than lead
❖ Six jigs per kit
❖ Hayabusa hooks
❖ Great starting pack for beginners

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

New  for Clam Pro Tackle in 2018-2109 is the 
6-piece Drop Jig Kits made from 
environmentally friendly tungsten. Offered in 
two kit sizes  - 4 mm, #14, 1/32 oz or 5 mm, 
#12, 1/16 oz. Six assorted colors for 
everything that a day on the ice can throw 
you. Colors for sunshine & clouds, dawn & 
dusk, deep or shallow handpicked by Ice 
Team. 

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #
12789
12790

SIZE AND WEIGHT
4 mm, # 14, 1/32 oz
5 mm, # 12, 1/16 oz



DROP JIG KITS WITH JIG BOX MSRP: $27.99 - $29.99

❖ 30% heavier than lead
❖ Six jigs per kit
❖ All in one package - jig box and jigs

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

New from Clam Pro Tackle is Small Jig Box & 
Medium Jig Box packaged with our new Drop 
Jig 6 pack Kit. Everything you need for a day 
on the ice. Makes a great gift for that 
someone special or when heading on a 
destination trip. The best colors to match any 
fishing condition whether it is sunshine and 
clouds, dawn or dusk, deep or shallow. Hand 
picked colors from Ice Team all in a 
convenient tackle box ready for a day on the 
ice.

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM #
12638
12639

SIZE AND WEIGHT
4 mm, # 14, 1/32 oz, Small Jig Box
5 mm, # 12, 1/16 oz, Medium Jig Box



PINHEAD JIGGING MINO MSRP: $4.99 - $5.49

❖ Sleek slab spoon gets down fast
❖ Natural injured minnow profile
❖ Flapper blade calls em in

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

The Pinhead Jigging Mino is a sleek slab spoon 
designed to get back down to the school fast. Has 
the perfect injured minnow profile that dances in 
place when jigged. Panfish & Gamefish are 
attracted to the noisy and flashy flapper. The 
head down look attracts upward feeding fish. 

RAINBOW GLOW

WHITE CHART
PURPLE GLOW

CHART/LIME GLOW

CHART/ORG GLOW

GOLD/BLACKSILVER/BLUE

GLOW RED 
GOLD GLITTER

GLOW WHITE 
SILVER GLITTER

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3eo9jm-kUeSYS0ySVQtSDl4T1k
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3eo9jm-kUeSYS0ySVQtSDl4T1k


GLOW PANFISH LEECH FLUTTER SPOON MSRP: $4.99

❖ Glow-in-the-Dark colors and UV finish 
shine brightly in low light conditions, 
deep water and stained water.

❖ Lightweight Zinc Alloy for ultimate 
flutter action

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

The new Glow Panfish Leech Flutter Spoon from 
CPT has the same unique shape that falls and 
tumbles back-and-forth as the original Panfish 
Leech Flutter Spoon. Now in high-vis Glow and 
UV colors that shine brightly to lure fish in. 
Simply charge with our blue light Jig Charger and 
watch’em glow. The light-weight zinc alloy 
material flutters effortlessly and is 
environmentally friendly. Complete with an 
attracting feathered treble that fools’em 
everytime!

GLOW 
CHART 
PURPLE 
TIGER

GLOW 
FIRETIGER

GLOW RED GLOW CHART 
PINK TIGER

GLOW 
WATERMELONGLOW 

RAINBOW



GLOW LEECH FLUTTER SPOON MSRP: $5.49 - $5.99

❖ Glow-in-the-Dark colors and UV finish shine 
brightly in low light conditions, deep water 
and stained water.

❖ Lightweight Zinc Alloy for ultimate flutter 
action

DESCRIPTION

BENEFITS

The new Glow Leech Flutter Spoon from CPT has 
the same unique shape that falls and tumbles 
back-and-forth as the original Leech Flutter 
Spoon. Now in high-vis Glow and UV colors that 
shine brightly to lure fish in. Simply charge with 
our blue light Jig Charger and watch’em glow. 
The light-weight zinc alloy material flutters 
effortlessly and is environmentally friendly. 
Complete with an attracting feathered treble that 
fools’em everytime!

GLOW 
CHART 
PURPLE 
TIGER

GLOW 
FIRETIGER

GLOW RED

GLOW CHART 
PINK TIGER

GLOW 
WATERMELON

GLOW 
RAINBOW



JIGGING SPOON KITS MSRP: $12.99 - $13.99

❖ Multicolor kits so anglers can 
easily change depending on 
the time of day, water clarity, 
etc

❖ Great starter packs!

Description

BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM #
12787
12788

SIZE AND WEIGHT
# 12, 1/16 oz
# 10, 1/8 oz

LEECH FLUTTER SPOON KIT $12.99
PERCH, GOLDEN SHINER, RAINBOW 

ITEM #
12676
12677

SIZE AND WEIGHT
# 12, 1/16 oz
# 10, 1/8 oz

GLOW LEECH FLUTTER SPOON KIT $12.99
GLOW CHART PINK TIGER, GLOW FIRETIGER, GLOW RAINBOW

ITEM #
12670
12671

SIZE AND WEIGHT
# 12, 1/16 oz
# 10, 1/8 oz

RATTLIN’ BLADE SPOON KIT $12.99
GLOW RED GOLD, GLOW CHART, GLOW FIRETIGER

ITEM #
12672
12673

SIZE AND WEIGHT
# 10, 1/16 oz
# 8, 1/8 oz

JM RATTLIN’ BLADE SPOON KIT $13.99
GOLD GLOW RED, COPPER GLOW CHART, SILVER/PURPLE

ITEM #
12674
12675

SIZE AND WEIGHT
# 10, 1/8 oz
# 8, 1/4 oz

PINHEAD JIGGING MINO KIT $12.99
CHART/LIME, CHART/ORANGE, RAINBOW

New Jigging Spoon Kits are great 
for the beginner, or make great 
gifts. Everything you need for a 
great day on the ice. Our most 
popular products, sizes and 
colors!



FROST ICE LINE

FLUOROCARBON
Clear: $6.99
Metered: $8.99

Available in 1 to 8 Pound Test

MONOFILAMENT
Clear: $6.99

Metered: $8.99

Available in 1 to 8 Pound Test

BRAID
$11.99 (Smoke or High-Vis Yellow)

Available in 4,6,8,10, and 15 
Pound Test
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EXTREME ADVANTAGE PARKA MSRP: $259.99 MAP: $249.99

❖ Soft touch waterproof fabric
❖ Removable liner jacket
❖ Retractable D-ring for miscellaneous 

accessories on chest
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout parka
❖ 2-Way magnetic storm flap 
❖ Available in two colorways

➢ Blue/Black/Charcoal
➢ Black/Charcoal/Chartreuse

❖ Available in sizes Small - 5XL

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
If you’re the ice angler that has every tool 
made for ice angling, we have the parka for 
you. The Extreme Advantage Parka by 
IceArmor by Clam has all the warmth and 
breathability features of our top selling 
Extreme Suit, but was designed to hold the 
most common gadgets anglers use on the 
ice. Anglers can now easily carry and access 
line cutters, hook removers, fish towels, cell 
phones and more right on their ice suit.



EXTREME ADVANTAGE BIB MSRP: $259.99 MAP: $249.99

❖ Soft touch waterproof fabric
❖ Removable liner 
❖ Adjustable inseam
❖ Retractable D-ring for miscellaneous 

accessories on chest
❖ Removable fish towel accessory on hip
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ Magnetic fish towel release
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout bib
❖ Thigh-high two-way zippers
❖ Available in Charcoal/Black
❖ Available in sizes Small - 5XL

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
Finally, a bib for  the ice angler that has every tool 
on ice. The Extreme Advantage Bib by IceArmor by 
Clam has all the warmth and breathability features 
of our top selling Extreme Suit, but was designed 
for use with the common gadgets anglers use on 
the ice. Anglers can now easily carry and access 
line cutters, hook removers, fish towels, and more 
right on their parka or bib.



ASCENT FLOAT PARKA MSRP: $269.99 MAP: $259.99

❖ 300D waterproof/windproof/breathable shell
❖ 210T Taffeta lining
❖ Motion Float technology adds buoyancy (Not 

Coast Guard Approved as PFD)
❖ Removable and wearable fleece liner 
❖ 3M Scotchlite reflective elements
❖ YKK Vislon zippers
❖ Removable hood
❖ 2-way front zipper with magnetic storm flap
❖ Chest zip venting
❖ Rapid drainage system
❖ Available in size Small to 5XL

➢ Green and orange available up to 3XL
❖ Waterproof cell phone pocket
❖ Comes in orange, blue, and green color options

FEATURES



ASCENT FLOAT BIB MSRP: $269.99 MAP: $259.99

❖ 300D waterproof/windproof/breathable shell
❖ Padded, 1000D Ballistic Nylon knees
❖ Motion Float  technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast 

Guard Approved)
❖ 150g removable Thinsulate liner
❖ 2-way front zip with magnetic storm flap
❖ Zippered hand warming pockets
❖ 2-way waist height leg zippers
❖ Adjustable nylon suspenders
❖ Adjustable inseam feature with storm gaiters
❖ Rapid drainage system
❖ Available in sizes Small to 5XL

➢ Green available in sizes up to 3XL
❖ Waterproof cell phone pocket
❖ Available in two colors

➢ Charcoal/Black
➢ Green/Black/Charcoal

FEATURES



RISE FLOAT PARKA MSRP: $209.99

❖ Integrated with Motion Float system, this parka 
has an internal buoyancy assist that provides 
assistance with flotation in the event of an ice 
break-through

❖ Motion Float technology adds buoyancy (Not 
Coast Guard Approved PFD)

❖ Removable hood
❖ 100 grams of fixed insulation
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout parka
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ 100% waterproof
❖ Two way storm flaps
❖ Available in two color combinations

➢ Black with Blue zips
➢ Blue with Chartreuse zips

❖ Available in sizes Small - 5XL (Black/Blue), 
Small-3XL (Blue/Chartreuse)

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
The Rise Float Parka is a simplified version of our 
popular Ascent Float Suit. With Motion Float 
Technology, this new float parka has the security, 
mobility and breathability features you count on. The 
Rise Float suit is perfect for early and late ice anglers, or 
any safety-minded outdoors enthusiasts.  



RISE FLOAT BIB MSRP: $209.99

❖ Utilizing Motion Float technology, this bib has 
an internal buoyancy assist design

❖ Motion Float technology adds buoyancy (Not 
Coast Guard Approved PFD)

❖ 100 grams of fixed insulation
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout bib
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ 100% waterproof
❖ Adjustable inseam
❖ Available in two color combinations

➢ Black with Blue zips
➢ Blue with Chartreuse zips

❖ Available in sizes Small - 5XL (Black/Blue),          
Small - 3XL (Blue/Chartreuse)

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
The Rise Float Bib is a simplified version of our popular Ascent Float 
Bib. With Motion Float Technology, this new float suit has the security, 
mobility and breathability features you need to keep you warm and 
safe on ice. The Rise Float suit is perfect for early and late ice anglers, 
or any safety-minded outdoors enthusiasts.



WOMEN’S GLACIER FLOAT PARKA MSRP: $209.99 MAP: $199.99

❖ Integrated with Motion Float system, this parka 
has an internal buoyancy assist that provides 
assistance with flotation in case of an ice 
break-through

❖ Motion Float technology adds buoyancy (Not 
Coast Guard Approved PFD)

❖ Removable hood
❖ 100 grams of fixed insulation
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout parka
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ 100% waterproof
❖ Two way storm flaps
❖ Available in two color combinations

➢ Grey/Grey/White
➢ Lavender/Charcoal

❖ Available in sizes XS-3XL

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
We designed a Glacier Float Parka just for lady anglers. 
This new  Glacier Parka has all the security, mobility and 
breathability features of our men’s Rise parka but is built 
specifically for women. Equipped with Motion float 
technology women anglers will have a sense of security 
and will stay warm even on the coldest days out on the ice 
this season. 



WOMEN’S GLACIER FLOAT BIB MSRP: $209.99 MAP: $199.99

❖ Integrated with Motion Float system, this bib has 
an internal buoyancy assist that provides 
assistance with flotation if one were to fall through 
the ice wearing the bib

❖ Motion Float  technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast 
Guard Approved PFD)

❖ 100 grams of fixed insulation
❖ 3M Reflective material throughout bib
❖ Waterproof phone pouch
❖ 100% waterproof
❖ Stretch panels for better fit
❖ Available in Charcoal
❖ Available in sizes XS-3XL

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
We designed a Glacier Float Bib just for lady anglers. This new  
Glacier Parka has all the security, mobility and breathability 
features of our men’s Rise Bib but is built specifically for women. 
Equipped with Motion float technology women anglers will have a 
sense of security and will stay warm even on the coldest days out 
on the ice this season. 
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NEOPRENE FISHING GLOVE MSRP: $15.99 

❖ Rubber palm on gloves for extra grip
❖ Constructed of waterproof closed cell 

neoprene
❖ Lined on the inside with fleece for extra 

warmth
❖ Velcro wrist strap with hook and loop 

closure
❖ Available in sizes Small - 2XL
❖ Part Numbers: 12248 - 12252

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
The new Clam Neoprene Fishing Gloves are 
100% waterproof and have an inner fleece 
lining for extra warmth when you are fishing 
on those really cold days. The palm of the 
glove is made with rubber and will provide 
superior grip when holding your next 
monster fish. This glove also features an 
elastic wrist strap for securing the glove onto 
your hand and locking out the cold. 



POM HATS 2.0 MSRP: $14.99 

DESCRIPTION
The Clam Pom Hats have been very popular the 
past couple of years. For the 2018 - 2019 ice 
fishing season we decided to come out with 
another pom that has a new look.  Available in 
Blue and Lavender with the Clam logo and 
Blue/Chartreuse color combination that features 
the new Ice Team logo, this new pom hat is sure 
to be a hit!

❖ 100% Acrylic Shell
❖ 100% Polyester Fleece inner lining
❖ Embroidered Clam Logo
❖ Clam: Two Colors Available

➢ Blue - Item #; 12679
➢ Lavender - Item #: 12680

❖ Ice Team: One Color Available
➢ Blue/Chart - Item #: 12681

FEATURES



CLAM KNIT STOCKING HAT MSRP: $14.99 

DESCRIPTION
Vertical ribbed knit hat with horizontal stripes equals 
classic styling. 

❖ 100% Acrylic yarn
❖ Embroidered Clam logo
❖ Available in Black/Blue/White color 

combination
❖ Item #: 12682

FEATURES



SUB-ZERO X BOOT MSRP: $179.99 

❖ USA Made!
❖ Reflective cuff with tie close
❖ Removable wool padded inner liner for 

extra warmth and comfort
❖ -40° F rating
❖ True traction grip on slippery surfaces
❖ Full rubber construction
❖ 100% Waterproof
❖ Heel kick tab for easy removal
❖ Available in Black/Charcoal color
❖ Available in sizes Men’s 8-14
❖ Item #’s: 12703 - 12709

FEATURES

DESCRIPTION
The Sub-Zero X boot will keep you warm and dry 
this winter out on the ice. This 100% waterproof 
boot is rated to -40° F  and features a removable 
wool lining that can be added for extra warmth 
and comfort. The full rubber construction of this 
boot will insure that your feet will stay dry if you 
walk through slush or snow. 


